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aspires to become an upper-income country
Although Cameroon’s macro economic
improved after the devaluation of the
1994; the World Bank notes that despite
decade of economic growth, poverty
has remained almost unchanged since 2001

The situation is even worse in rural areas
percentage of poor increased from 52
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percentage of poor increased from 52
56.8% in 2014. Over the last decade
economic growth has averaged 4% a
that is still too low to make a serious dent
reduction generally.

country which
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To improve the current macroeconomic states
introduced a number of growth and employment
2020 for the first phase and the period 2020-2035
of Cameroon’s development highlighted
employment objectives transformed into Cameroon’s
follows:

1. Reducing poverty to a socially acceptable level
2. Becoming a middle income country
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2. Becoming a middle income country
3. Reaching the stage of newly industrialized country
4. Strengthening national unity and consolidating democracy

Achieving the CDGs or Vision 2035 requires
architecture and private sector activity which
realization of its growth and employment
highlighted in the IMF Executive Board Assessment

However, despite the existence of a well conceivedHowever, despite the existence of a well conceived
human resource capital in the country (through
in education outcomes and impact in boosting
is due to the relative decline in quality education,
by majority of poor citizens who initially, have
in business. The Municipal councils fellowships
platform for the modernization & professionalization
sector operators throughout the country.

states of affairs, the Cameroonian government has
employment strategic objectives to cover the period 2010-

2035 for the second phase. The two strategic phases
above, underpins the country’s growth and

Cameroon’s Development Goals or Vision 2035 as

1. Reducing poverty to a socially acceptable level
2. Becoming a middle income country2. Becoming a middle income country
3. Reaching the stage of newly industrialized country
4. Strengthening national unity and consolidating democracy

quality investment in Cameroon’s human capital
which is expected to drive the implementation and

ambition by 2035.; an important area of note
Assessment of November 2014.

conceived strategic plan for the professionalization ofconceived strategic plan for the professionalization of
(through formal education), there is still a gradual decline

boosting private sector activity and business regionally. This
education, including lack of access to professional training

had little or no formal education prior to engaging
fellowships seeks to deal with this problem by providing a

professionalization of the skills of current small private & public
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Dealing with Economic Growth, Governance & National Unity & Policy 
Realization Challenges Locally
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Modern Skills in 
Business 

Management & 
Public Service 

Governance will 
increase private 
sector activity 

outcomes

30% boost in 
Informal Sector 

Productivity 
Locally 

outcomes

Economic Growth, Governance & National Unity & Policy 
Realization Challenges Locally



Given the importance of quality education on
government authorities to invest in the quality
quality professional programs that will improve
local economic growth and public private sector
within small business operators, holds promise
local municipalities in Cameroon. Noting for
part is sustained by a range of small scale economic
services with the aim of cutting back on personal
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services with the aim of cutting back on personal
these actors exists we find glaring potential of
could have been exploited if small business operators
training tools and professional education to improve

Besides the setback in professional knowledge,
governance, economic growth and employment
entrepreneurs and investors to effectively
economic growth and unquestionable public

The persistence of which has considerably weakenedThe persistence of which has considerably weakened
to accelerate in the implementation process
development plan [Cameroon Vision 2035] regionally

To make local economies stronger, resilient
management and employment creation, the
Public Service Governance Fellowships [BMF]
councils in their effort to translate national development
prospects for ordinary citizens locally.

on long term growth, it becomes important for local
quality of their human capital by contributing to high

improve knowledge and skill building necessarily to sustain
sector development. Enhancing labour productivity
of contributing to the long term economic growth of

for example, that the regional economy for the most
economic activities typically producing goods and

personal poverty and generating employment. Yet wherepersonal poverty and generating employment. Yet where
of business expansion and growth opportunities which
operators in the informal sector had the right kind of

improve their practice and boost their productivity.

knowledge, local authorities are still confronted with
employment challenges weakening the ability of local

contribute to poverty reduction, national unity,
public resource management results.

weakened and restricted economic growth expectedweakened and restricted economic growth expected
process of the first phase of Cameroon’s long term

regionally.

resilient and responsive to resource generation, capital
the Municipal Councils Business Management and

[BMF] is proving useful to support local government
development policies into value creation and growth
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BMF

BUEA

259 Small 
business 

holders & 
Public 

Servants 
Reached

Advanced 
Business 

Management 
and Public 

Service 
Governance 

Skills 
strengthened

with advanced 
business & and 

Knowledge to scale up performance, sustain local economic growth & 
public private sector development available to boost performance of 
unskilled business operators in the informal sector in Buea Municipality

Edition: BUEA COUNCIL

[Vision of 

Private sector 
human capital 

modernized 
with advanced 
business & and 
public service 
management 
tools-cost free

Anticipated 
increase in 

local business 
management 

& anti 
corruption 

performance 
up to 10% 

[1st edition 
only]

[Vision of 
Tomorrow]

Modernization 
of local business  
& strengthening 
of best 
practices to 
attract 
investment, 
growth and 
employment only] employment 
creation locally

Knowledge to scale up performance, sustain local economic growth & 
public private sector development available to boost performance of 
unskilled business operators in the informal sector in Buea Municipality
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Cameroon has a vast number of growing small businesses & entrepreneurs, 
whose skill learning is critical to local wealth creation and economic 
development.

It is vital that these private actors experience a system that is open to 
knowledge sharing and best practice tools,
potential, and providing an example of excellence at the start of their careers.

Cameroon has a vast number of growing small businesses & entrepreneurs, 
whose skill learning is critical to local wealth creation and economic 

It is vital that these private actors experience a system that is open to 
sharing and best practice tools, enabling them to achieve their 

of excellence at the start of their careers.



Using a proven blend of innovative professional
learning; high impact policy awareness
practices benchmarking, simulations and case
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BMF: Pivoting Informal Sector Economic Growth 
and Development Sustainability

practices benchmarking, simulations and case
missing gap in education for sustainability in the
generally.

professional training methods that incorporate action based
dialogue, business management coaching, best

case discussions; the BMF program helps to close the

Pivoting Informal Sector Economic Growth 
and Development Sustainability

case discussions; the BMF program helps to close the
the formal and informal learning sectors in Cameroon
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Mindful of the United Nations 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, which requires Mindful of the United Nations 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, which requires 
State parties to achieve a set of 17 Sustainable Development Targets to end poverty, fight 
inequality and injustice by 2030; the Buea Council through the BMF has created a 
sustainable development knowledge platform to pivot learning in Education for Sustainability 
amongst actors and operators in both the public and private sectors.

Mindful of the United Nations 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, which requires Mindful of the United Nations 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, which requires 
State parties to achieve a set of 17 Sustainable Development Targets to end poverty, fight 
inequality and injustice by 2030; the Buea Council through the BMF has created a 
sustainable development knowledge platform to pivot learning in Education for Sustainability 
amongst actors and operators in both the public and private sectors.



In line with the reference framework guiding
national strategies, development plans and
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national strategies, development plans and
Public Service Governance knowledge sharing
opportunity through which Cameroon’s bold
a trajectory of local citizen development efforts
and actions of both ordinary citizens and
from a paper conceptualization to a shared

guiding Cameroon’s sector and regional policies;
and cooperation, the Business Management andand cooperation, the Business Management and
sharing platform, provides an unrivaled learning

bold vision for long term development is aligned with
efforts. Such that harmony is achieved in the efforts

local government to translate the national vision
shared reality.



To demonstrate proven support for the BMF model the Governor of the South West 
Region represented by the Secretary General at the Governor’s office attended and 
launched the BMF in Buea. June 4th, 2016 at Buea City Council Hall
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 Equally present at the launching ceremony Equally present at the launching ceremony
Vocational training, the Minister of
Technical Adviser N0.1 and the Delegate
respectively. The Senior Divisional Officer
Divisional Officer for Buea; Mayors, Counselors,
well as representatives of Civil Society
attended the ceremony.

To demonstrate proven support for the BMF model the Governor of the South West 
Region represented by the Secretary General at the Governor’s office attended and 

, 2016 at Buea City Council Hall

ceremony was the Minister of Professional andceremony was the Minister of Professional and
Trade and Commerce represented by the

Delegate of Trade and Commerce for the SWR
Officer for Fako, represented by the SDO N0.1, the

Counselors, Traditional and religious authorities, as
Society Organizations in the South West Region



Promoting Availability of Skilled Professionals for 
Emergence

For 6 days the maiden edition of the
Municipal Councils Fellowship on Business
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Municipal Councils Fellowship on Business
Management and Public Service
Governance received more than 300
applications from various regions and divisions
in Cameroon notably, from the Center
(Yaoundé), Littoral ( Douala), North West
(Bamenda) and South West Regions ( Limbe,
Kumba, Tombel, Buea and Limbe). The
number of selected fellows for the Bueanumber of selected fellows for the Buea
Council 1st Edition was limited to 259 fellows
due to resource mobilization constrains.
Nevertheless, qualified applications where
retained and programmed for the next
edition.

Promoting Availability of Skilled Professionals for 



BMF is a new frontier of citizen mobilization and
sectors under the umbrella of their local government
the widening gap of inclusiveness that exist
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the widening gap of inclusiveness that exist
development policies, but more importantly,
economic growth and reduce unemployment
human capital formation in business management

 Guided and mentored by a rich set of
expertise in modern business administration
provides fellows with the skills to spot
employment with a clear business idea.

 It is a distinct public private human capital It is a distinct public private human capital
maximizes the worth of local potential whilst
value chain developed through its fellows
possible in a country context like Cameroon

and engagement in the public and private
government. The object is not just to close
exist in the implementation of Cameroon’sexist in the implementation of Cameroon’s

importantly, it seeks to consolidate efforts to stimulate
unemployment locally through, cost free private sector

management and public service governance.

of professionals with local and international
administration and public service governance; BMF

spot local opportunities for growth and

capital formation model with a value chain thatcapital formation model with a value chain that
whilst incurring the least possible cost. The

fellows intends to yield the most benefits
Cameroon aspiring for emergence .
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At the maiden edition of the BMF at
business administration learning modules
service governance problem solving tools
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service governance problem solving tools

Applying leading management principles
governance development programs
public service leaders of tomorrow to

at Buea Council a core list of masters in
modules combined with executive public

tools were taught to fellows.tools were taught to fellows.

principles with executive styled public service
programs prepared the business managers and

be more than managers.
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 This module laid the ground work for all fellows to grasp the importance of  Ethical 
Leadership and how it can be exercise in the distinct areas of their public and private 
sector operations. Providing tools that will enable public servants to become 
examples of good practice within their communities, divisions and regions.

The God Reward System

 The Difference between Ethical Leadership 
grounded on the principles of God and;

Secularly Leadership grounded on 
Transgression and Abortion of Principles and 
Rules for personal gain and Greed.

This module laid the ground work for all fellows to grasp the importance of  Ethical 
Leadership and how it can be exercise in the distinct areas of their public and private 
sector operations. Providing tools that will enable public servants to become 
examples of good practice within their communities, divisions and regions.
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The access of Leadership to greater The access of Leadership to greater 
position and status should not lead it to position and status should not lead it to 
Pride. It does not exclude you from Pride. It does not exclude you from Pride. It does not exclude you from Pride. It does not exclude you from 
physical accountability and physical accountability and 
continuous self denial.continuous self denial.

The access of Leadership to greater The access of Leadership to greater 
position and status should not lead it to position and status should not lead it to 
Pride. It does not exclude you from Pride. It does not exclude you from Pride. It does not exclude you from Pride. It does not exclude you from 



Understanding the Business Environment; The Understanding the Business Environment; The 
Need to Analyze the Business Environment Need to Analyze the Business Environment 
Strategic Fit. Strategic Fit. 

20 Understanding the Business Environment; The Understanding the Business Environment; The 
Need to Analyze the Business Environment Need to Analyze the Business Environment 

 BasedBased onon thethe ideaidea thatthat aa companycompany
mustmust matchmatch itsits keykey skillsskills andand resourcesresources
toto thethe opportunitiesopportunities presentedpresented toto itit byby
changeschanges inin thethe businessbusiness environmentenvironment
inin whichwhich itit operatesoperates.. ThisThis inin turnturn
impliesimplies thatthat strategystrategy andand plansplans mustmust
bebe basedbased onon aa carefulcareful matchingmatching ofof
internalinternal companycompany resourcesresources andandinternalinternal companycompany resourcesresources andand
abilitiesabilities toto externalexternal environmentalenvironmental
trendstrends andand changeschanges..



The tendency for strategies to develop incrementally on the basis of historical 
and cultural influences but fail to keep pace with a changing environment.
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Analyzing the external Business Environment to identify:Analyzing the external Business Environment to identify:
••Opportunities & Threats Opportunities & Threats ••Opportunities & Threats Opportunities & Threats 

PESTEL AnalysisPESTEL Analysis

Porter’s Porter’s 

The tendency for strategies to develop incrementally on the basis of historical 
and cultural influences but fail to keep pace with a changing environment.

Porter’s Porter’s FiveFive Forces AnalysisForces Analysis

The Bargaining Power of BuyersThe Bargaining Power of Buyers

The threat of New EntrantsThe threat of New Entrants

The threat of substituteThe threat of substitute

The Bargaining Power of BuyersThe Bargaining Power of Buyers

The level and extent of The level and extent of 
competitive rivalrycompetitive rivalry



The STAKEHOLDERS ANALYSIS ModuleThe STAKEHOLDERS ANALYSIS Module

This module drilled fellows on the This module drilled fellows on the 
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This module drilled fellows on the This module drilled fellows on the 
strategic analysis of stakeholders. strategic analysis of stakeholders. 
Those individuals or groups who Those individuals or groups who 
depend on an organization to depend on an organization to 
fulfill their own goals and on fulfill their own goals and on 
whom, in turn, the organization whom, in turn, the organization 
depends. depends. 

Through the stakeholders analysis module learners acquired
interest and expectation of stakeholders. Possible stakeholder
decisions including a description of the stakeholders
within which a strategy might be pursued by classifying
the extent to which they are likely to show interest in
institution or business.

The STAKEHOLDERS ANALYSIS ModuleThe STAKEHOLDERS ANALYSIS Module

acquired a critical understanding of the conflicting
stakeholder reactions. Stakeholder mapping for strategic

stakeholders power/interest matrix which explains the context
classifying stakeholders in relation to the power they hold and

in supporting or opposing a particular strategy in an



Human Resource and Strategic Human Human Resource and Strategic Human 
Resource Management ModuleResource Management Module
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OOther  core aspects includether  core aspects include Ethics in HRM and Ethics in HRM and OOther  core aspects includether  core aspects include Ethics in HRM and Ethics in HRM and 
the Concept of Employer Brandingthe Concept of Employer Branding

HighlightsHighlights::
EmployerEmployer brandingbranding isis concernedconcerned withwith thethe imageimage
forfor.. ThisThis willwill havehave aa significantsignificant impactimpact onon thethe typetype
WhilstWhilst allall organizationsorganizations havehave anan employeremployer brand,brand,
asas aa resultresult ofof theirtheir treatmenttreatment ofof existingexisting staff,staff, potentialpotential
generallygenerally poorpoor reputationreputation inin thethe communitycommunity

Human Resource and Strategic Human Human Resource and Strategic Human 
Resource Management ModuleResource Management Module

 Through this module fellows 
learned the Purpose of HRM and 
SHRM.

 Creating a HR strategy – which 
involves a long term perspective 
that addresses the big questions 
about how the best return can be 
obtained from the human 
resources available now and in the 
future.

 Business development – which 
requires managing the hard 
(structure, systems) and soft 
(culture, values) features of their 
organisation. Aligning culture, Ethics in HRM and Ethics in HRM and organisation. Aligning culture, 
structure, learning and 
development etc. to advance the 
business

Ethics in HRM and Ethics in HRM and 

imageimage ofof thethe businessbusiness andand howhow attractiveattractive itit isis toto workwork
typetype ofof candidatescandidates whowho applyapply forfor jobsjobs..

brand,brand, somesome havehave aa veryvery poorpoor employeremployer brandbrand imageimage
potentialpotential staffstaff andand theirtheir



The Comprehensive Module on The Comprehensive Module on 
Corruption StudiesCorruption Studies

 Using a blend of innovative 
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 Using a blend of innovative 
action based learning; high 
impact simulations  exercises 
and case discussions, this 
module provided fellows with 
an immersive educational 
experience to tackle complex  
corruption related issues 
affecting business and public 

Investigation

1affecting business and public 
service organizations in 
Cameroon, while building 
integrity.

1

The Comprehensive Module on The Comprehensive Module on 
Corruption StudiesCorruption Studies

Public Service Corruption Risk 

Investigation

Public Service Corruption Risk 
Assessment & Management:

Mapping Risk Management 

Corruption Intelligence 

Heat Register

Detection Analysis

BMFCompliance
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TheThe unitunit onon corruptioncorruption studiesstudies providedprovided fellowsfellows withwith
wherewhere corruptioncorruption mightmight occuroccur withinwithin theirtheir corporatecorporate
SuppliedSupplied fellowsfellows withwith advancedadvanced toolstools toto treattreat andand sealseal
DevelopedDeveloped theirtheir capacitycapacity toto workwork withwith intelligenceintelligence
reportsreports..
ItIt alsoalso improvedimproved theirtheir abilityability toto understandunderstand thethe qualityqualityItIt alsoalso improvedimproved theirtheir abilityability toto understandunderstand thethe qualityquality
trackingtracking andand sanctioningsanctioning corruptcorrupt practicespractices..

AdditionallyAdditionally thethe unitunit developeddeveloped expertexpert skillsskills toto designdesign
fellows’fellows’ understandingunderstanding ofof corruptioncorruption mappingmapping andand itsits
corruptioncorruption interventionsinterventions.. AtAt thethe endend ofof thethe unitunit fellowsfellows
inin corruptioncorruption detection,detection, preventionprevention asas wellwell asas buildingbuilding

withwith targetedtargeted supportsupport whichwhich improvedimproved theirtheir abilityability toto indentifyindentify
corporatecorporate organizationsorganizations andand publicpublic serviceservice departmentsdepartments..

sealseal corruptioncorruption riskrisk areasareas inin theirtheir institutionsinstitutions..
intelligenceintelligence gatheringgathering agenciesagencies && prepareprepare corruptioncorruption intelligenceintelligence

qualityquality ofof informationinformation usefuluseful inin corruptioncorruption investigationinvestigation && reliablereliable ininqualityquality ofof informationinformation usefuluseful inin corruptioncorruption investigationinvestigation && reliablereliable inin

designdesign corruptioncorruption andand ethicsethics datadata collectioncollection toolstools andand facilitatefacilitate
itsits significancesignificance inin strategizingstrategizing andand planningplanning resultresult basedbased antianti

fellowsfellows hadhad acquiredacquired aa rangerange ofof skillsskills toto improveimprove theirtheir performanceperformance
buildingbuilding ofof integrityintegrity..
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•• Where Can Corruption be Found in an organizationWhere Can Corruption be Found in an organization

•• Understanding the Factors Motivating CorruptionUnderstanding the Factors Motivating Corruption

•• Understanding Corruption Risk Assessment: Part 1Understanding Corruption Risk Assessment: Part 1•• Understanding Corruption Risk Assessment: Part 1Understanding Corruption Risk Assessment: Part 1

•• Understanding Corruption Risk Management: Part 2Understanding Corruption Risk Management: Part 2

•• Designing a Corruption & Ethics Comentary SheetDesigning a Corruption & Ethics Comentary Sheet

Where Can Corruption be Found in an organizationWhere Can Corruption be Found in an organization

Understanding the Factors Motivating CorruptionUnderstanding the Factors Motivating Corruption

Understanding Corruption Risk Assessment: Part 1Understanding Corruption Risk Assessment: Part 1Understanding Corruption Risk Assessment: Part 1Understanding Corruption Risk Assessment: Part 1

Understanding Corruption Risk Management: Part 2Understanding Corruption Risk Management: Part 2

Designing a Corruption & Ethics Comentary SheetDesigning a Corruption & Ethics Comentary Sheet

Conduct a Corruption Risk & Detection Analysis, How 
Do I do that? Just Find Answers to the Following 
Questions 1

What could go 
wrong in 

department X?

6. Note the 
dangers each 

will pose to 
SONARA’s COE

20

CRDA provides 
A/C Experts 

2

Why would it 
go wrong?

3. What 
consequences 
could there be 

if it went 
wrong?

4. What areas 
of the 

department 
could be 

vulnerable?

5. Generate a 
list of possible 

vulnerable 
areas

A/C Experts 
with 
information to 
design an A/C 
actions for  
various 
departments



Designing Corruption Data Designing Corruption Data 
Collection Tools for Risk MappingCollection Tools for Risk Mapping
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Forms of Inefficiency/Traits in Public 
Organizations Organizations 18

Inefficiency Traits 

Nepotism, negative ethnicity 

Patronage, use of godfathers 

Lack of merit in recruitments and promotions 

Absence of a clear centralized employment policy/arbitrary 

hiring and firing 

Poor or lack of training/ poor quality services 

Procurement problems/ lack of transparency and clarity Procurement problems/ lack of transparency and clarity 

Insubordination 

Time wasting/ private affairs at work place 

Incompetence, inability to deliver 

Misuse of resources/ facilities /funds 

Designing Corruption Data Designing Corruption Data 
Collection Tools for Risk MappingCollection Tools for Risk Mapping

Forms of Inefficiency/Traits in Public Corrupt Act Tick Date

Bribery

Tick Period

Lack of merit in recruitments and promotions 

Absence of a clear centralized employment policy/arbitrary 

Poor or lack of training/ poor quality services 

Procurement problems/ lack of transparency and clarity 

SAMPLE TOOL

Corruption Monitoring
 The following corruption 

occurrences may have been 
manifested in your department or 
service. We would like to help 
improve  service & client 
experience. Please select the 

Bribery

Embezzlement of funds

Looting of public property/land grabbing

Money laundering

Theft or attempted theft

Complicity/laxity/cover-ups

Conflict of Interest

Tax evasion

Extortion

Fraud/forgery

Pay-offs

Impersonation/false pretences

21

Procurement problems/ lack of transparency and clarity 

Time wasting/ private affairs at work place 

experience. Please select the 
applicable malfeasance in your 
department/service from the list 
below & drop in our suggestion box

Impersonation/false pretences

Gratuities and gifts

Wastage/Misuse of resources, facilities,
funds
Staff harassment/threats/intimidation

Sexual exploitation

Denial of access to public services

Discriminatory practices

Other (specify)
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Understanding How to Process 
Information into useful 
Intelligence to combat corruption

Writing & Compiling 
Corruption Investigation 
Reports for 
Sanctions/Legal RedressSanctions/Legal Redress



Strategizing using the 3 Ws: Beyond the Giver & the 
Receiver of Corruption, the Environment  is also a 
major determinant of corrupt practice in the 
workplace

29

workplace

Giver
Who Gives

EnvironmentReceiver

Who Receives

Strategizing using the 3 Ws: Beyond the Giver & the 
Receiver of Corruption, the Environment  is also a 
major determinant of corrupt practice in the 

What Creates 
the Attitude & 

Behavior

Environment



Case StudiesCase Studies30
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A detail account of the Purpose of Work Break Down Structure (WBS); Hierarchies and 

Task sequencing in WBS.

A detail account of the Purpose of Work Break Down Structure (WBS); Hierarchies and 
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The EPM module unit delivered and enhanced
do at the preliminary stages of a project. How
in order to obtain estimates and tenders.
project monitoring and control. The role
management strategies. Extending even
managing project quality and change, closure

Overall the unit on effective project management
project conceptualization, budgeting, costing,
Other topical issues that brought much rewarding
Detailed explanation on the purpose of conducting
Structure (WBS); Hierarchies and Task sequencing

enhanced Fellows critical understanding regarding what to
How to analyze the work content and risks in a project

Looking at what project planning entails, including
role and importance of project team structures and

even further to strengthening fellows understanding on
closure and review of projects.

management developed a series of practical skill sets in
costing, implementation, evaluation and management.
rewarding experience for participants include:

conducting Project Feasibility Study; Work Break Down
sequencing in WBS.



To guarantee greater levels of success for BMF Fellows
the field of effective project management, the
facilitator went further to demystify the challenges
dealing with tenders; contract legal issues; good
objectives and their characteristics. How to develop

33

objectives and their characteristics. How to develop
project schedule including project schedule adjustments

To close the package, the facilitator described
discussed with fellows key elements of a good
plan, project progress monitoring and project
evaluation as well as potential problems that could
the progress of their projects.

At the close of the Unit the BMF Fellows demonstratedAt the close of the Unit the BMF Fellows demonstrated
from the questions and answers sessions that ensued,
they have achieved a high level of preparedness
challenging task ahead in project management
including project team selection, motivation
organization of team structures.

Fellows in
the Unit

challenges around
project

develop adevelop a
adjustments.

described and
project
quality

could affect

demonstrateddemonstrated
ensued, that

preparedness for any
management;

motivation and



 To promote economic growth and
at a high rate in many urban and
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at a high rate in many urban and
arguably imperative to revive
marketing, planning and communication
business.

 This module played a major role in
business marketing, planning and
management processes responsible
satisfying customer requirementssatisfying customer requirements
the different approaches that
orientation of their businesses.
orientation, production and marketing

and reduce unemployment, which remains
and sub urban communities in Cameron, it isand sub urban communities in Cameron, it is

local economies by strengthening the
communication components of the local private

in providing strategies for change in local
and communication. Explaining in detail, the

responsible for identifying, anticipating and
profitably. Fellows were also reminder ofprofitably. Fellows were also reminder of

they could adopt for the strategic
. Such as product orientation, sales

marketing orientation/mix.
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To explain the concept of marketing mix

controllable variables of: Product, Price,

Physical evidence.

The GE matrix which takes into account

the organizations within it was explained

Differentiation, low price and generic business

contains specifications of an organization's

illustrated to develop the skills and competencies

the fellows to the end that, they are

marketing planning and communication

mix for instance, Fellows were schooled on seven

Price, Place , Promotion, People , Processes and

the nature of the market and the capability of

explained along side, the hybrid, competitive, Focused

business level strategies . The marketing plan which

organization's marketing intentions and activities was

competencies of small business managers amongst

are empowered to undertake detailed work of

in a coordinated and effective fashion.



Financial accounting has an existential
sustainability of both small and established
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sustainability of both small and established
suffering from an inability to count
finance and where management
are operating on, then they can not
the long and short term.

This model had two sets of advantages
understanding of the scope and
main users of accounting information
and sub-characteristics of useful information
developed BMF Fellows competenciesdeveloped BMF Fellows competencies
Statements of Comprehensive Income
including how to assess financial performance

existential role in the management and
established businesses. A business that isestablished businesses. A business that is
is had to manage. Businesses operate on
and staff can not control the money they

not control the course of their business in

advantages . Firstly it gave BMF Fellows a critical
and objectives of financial accounting, the

information and their needs as well as the main
information to users. Secondly, the module

competencies and skills on how to Preparecompetencies and skills on how to Prepare
Income ; Statements of Financial Position ,
performance from financial ratios .
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 Money launderers often use  small start ups or 
businesses with the goal of co-mingling the proceeds 
of illicit activities with legitimate funds to hide  not 
only the ill gotten gain but also to disguise the origin 
of illicit activities with legitimate funds to hide  not 
only the ill gotten gain but also to disguise the origin 
and true identity of their criminal activity. 

 One of the most serious microeconomic  effects of 
money laundry is felt by private sector. Because 
money launderers are not often interested in profit 
generating  from their investments but rather  in  
protecting their proceeds. Therefore they invest their 
money in activities that are not economically 
beneficial to the economy where the money is  
located. As a result economic growth in a 
municipality can suffer  when financial crime redirect 
hard earned tax payers funds from  sound 
municipality can suffer  when financial crime redirect 
hard earned tax payers funds from  sound 
investment to low quality investments that hide their 
profits.

 When and where these industries/businesses  no 
longer suit the money launderers, they abandon 
them, causing a collapse of these sectors and 
immense damage to those local economies.



Money laundry comes with its effects including the suffering of the victims and the 
overall weakening of the social fabric and collective ethical standards of local 
communities.
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 The unit was therefore an important component
public officials the underlying criminal conduct
they can be identified. The implications of integratingthey can be identified. The implications of integrating
the true source or origin is not known was explained
businesses can be completely wiped out of the
tarnished before clients and as an end result
through their business agency.

 Fellows acquired skills on how to intensify monitoring
department where illegal proceeds can be concealed

Money laundry comes with its effects including the suffering of the victims and the 
overall weakening of the social fabric and collective ethical standards of local 

component to demonstrate to small business operators and
conduct that generates illegitimate proceeds and how

integrating investment in local businesses for whichintegrating investment in local businesses for which
explained including the extent to which small local
the market as a consequence of their image being

result of permitting the disguise of illegal proceeds

monitoring in areas within their business activities and
concealed or disguised.



Formal Recognition of BMF Fellows’ Professional 
Development
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Formal Recognition of BMF Fellows’ Professional 

Development



Official recognition of BMF Fellows Professional Development
 In recognition of an enhanced managerial  insight and skill acquisition in public service 

governance BMF Fellows were awarded  an Advanced Certificate in Business 
Management and Public Service Governance to serve as a formal recognition of their 
professional development. This event was equally presided by the Governor of the 
South West Region represented by the Secretary General. The Lord Mayor of Buea 
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South West Region represented by the Secretary General. The Lord Mayor of Buea 
Council and the Country Director of the International Governance Institute in 
Cameroon , who jointly pioneered this initiative  joined the SG to present Certificates of 
Professional Development to an elated badge of Private and Public Sector  Economic 
Operators from a cross section of the nation on June 9

Official recognition of BMF Fellows Professional Development
In recognition of an enhanced managerial  insight and skill acquisition in public service 
governance BMF Fellows were awarded  an Advanced Certificate in Business 
Management and Public Service Governance to serve as a formal recognition of their 
professional development. This event was equally presided by the Governor of the 
South West Region represented by the Secretary General. The Lord Mayor of Buea South West Region represented by the Secretary General. The Lord Mayor of Buea 
Council and the Country Director of the International Governance Institute in 
Cameroon , who jointly pioneered this initiative  joined the SG to present Certificates of 
Professional Development to an elated badge of Private and Public Sector  Economic 
Operators from a cross section of the nation on June 9th, 2016.
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“The“The levellevel ofof respondrespond andand mannermanner withwith
BMFBMF waswas absorbabsorb atat thethe maidenmaiden editioneditionBMFBMF waswas absorbabsorb atat thethe maidenmaiden editionedition
thethe informalinformal sector,sector, aa bonabona fidefide desiredesire
competencecompetence.. LeadersLeaders andand managersmanagers
CameroonCameroon celebratecelebrate thethe effortsefforts ofof thethe MayorMayor
forfor hishis visionaryvisionary partnershippartnership withwith IGIIGI CameroonCameroon
humanhuman capitalcapital formationformation inin thethe publicpublic andand

whichwhich thethe knowledgeknowledge sharedshared throughoutthroughout thethe
,, isis aa clearclear indicationindication thatthat therethere existsexists withinwithin,, isis aa clearclear indicationindication thatthat therethere existsexists withinwithin

desiredesire toto achieveachieve greatergreater levelslevels ofof successsuccess andand
ofof thethe publicpublic andand privateprivate sectorsector portfolioportfolio inin

MayorMayor ofof BueaBuea CouncilCouncil ––EkemaEkema PatrickPatrick EsungeEsunge
CameroonCameroon toto supportsupport economiceconomic growthgrowth andand
andand privateprivate sectorssectors……””
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The goal of the International Governance Institute is to replicate and scale up the BMF 
model [at a national scale] to other local government councils where the modernization of model [at a national scale] to other local government councils where the modernization of 
business skills and governance training is needed to significantly increase economic growth 
and investments locally, as well as to implement national strategies that will ensure that 
such growth is inclusive and the national development goals are achieved.

 BMF closes one of the major loopholes in the implementation of Cameroon’s national 
economic and governance policy by directly improving the business skills of small 
business operators and the civil service population in sub
in advanced business management and public service governance through the 
stratagem of municipal council fellowships. Our studies point to the fact that small stratagem of municipal council fellowships. Our studies point to the fact that small 
business operators who are the main drivers of the local economy lack advanced 
tertiary skills that could double their growth and overcome short comings in their 
development potential when compared to big/established businesses that would afford 
to send their staff for further training. 

The goal of the International Governance Institute is to replicate and scale up the BMF 
model [at a national scale] to other local government councils where the modernization of model [at a national scale] to other local government councils where the modernization of 
business skills and governance training is needed to significantly increase economic growth 
and investments locally, as well as to implement national strategies that will ensure that 
such growth is inclusive and the national development goals are achieved.

BMF closes one of the major loopholes in the implementation of Cameroon’s national 
economic and governance policy by directly improving the business skills of small 
business operators and the civil service population in sub-urban communities [cost free] 
in advanced business management and public service governance through the 
stratagem of municipal council fellowships. Our studies point to the fact that small stratagem of municipal council fellowships. Our studies point to the fact that small 
business operators who are the main drivers of the local economy lack advanced 
tertiary skills that could double their growth and overcome short comings in their 
development potential when compared to big/established businesses that would afford 



In terms of citizen engagement at grassroots, BMF 
reaches out to taxi drivers, CEOs of start
entrepreneurs in various fields, early career public 
servants, including operators of small and medium 
size enterprises; with MBA styled business and 
governance professional training tailored to their 
needs [through Local Council Scholarship]; BMF 
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needs [through Local Council Scholarship]; BMF 
makes human capital development for local 
businesses  affordable and reachable . Something 
which they would not be able to afford for their 
business on their own due to their small budget and 
startup capital.

By closing this gap [citizens human capital formation for 
emergence] BMF aims to eradicate poverty by 
removing the technical knowledge gap which limits 
the growth, productivity and employability potential the growth, productivity and employability potential 
of small business operators in semi-urban and rural 
Cameroon.

BMF will equally foster sustainable development by 
promoting availability of skilled professionals for  the 
realization of the UN SGDs locally.

In terms of citizen engagement at grassroots, BMF 
reaches out to taxi drivers, CEOs of start-ups, young 
entrepreneurs in various fields, early career public 
servants, including operators of small and medium 
size enterprises; with MBA styled business and 
governance professional training tailored to their 
needs [through Local Council Scholarship]; BMF 
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needs [through Local Council Scholarship]; BMF 
makes human capital development for local 
businesses  affordable and reachable . Something 
which they would not be able to afford for their 
business on their own due to their small budget and 

By closing this gap [citizens human capital formation for 
emergence] BMF aims to eradicate poverty by 
removing the technical knowledge gap which limits 
the growth, productivity and employability potential 
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the growth, productivity and employability potential 
urban and rural 

BMF will equally foster sustainable development by 
promoting availability of skilled professionals for  the 
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BMF will improve Cameroon’s governance 
perception nationally and internationally through 
local capacity building on integrity, ethics and 
compliance as well as; via its case study reports that 
will be circulated globally.
BMF will improve governance in the public and 
private sector in Cameroon by overcoming private sector in Cameroon by overcoming 
shortcomings in the development potential of 
ordinary citizens.
By fostering business development and 
accountability, BMF will help connect local municipal 
human capital to Cameroon’s Development 
Agenda; thereby positioning local economies to 
recover lost grounds in the implementation of the 
country’s Growth and Employment Strategy [Vision country’s Growth and Employment Strategy [Vision 
2035]
BMF is a unique innovative platform in Cameroon 
which offers ordinary business operators in the private 
and public sector collective learning, collective skill 
development support , including a podium for the 
sharing of best practices.

BMF will improve Cameroon’s governance 
perception nationally and internationally through 
local capacity building on integrity, ethics and 
compliance as well as; via its case study reports that 

BMF will improve governance in the public and 
private sector in Cameroon by overcoming 
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private sector in Cameroon by overcoming 
shortcomings in the development potential of 

By fostering business development and 
accountability, BMF will help connect local municipal 
human capital to Cameroon’s Development 
Agenda; thereby positioning local economies to 
recover lost grounds in the implementation of the 
country’s Growth and Employment Strategy [Vision 
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country’s Growth and Employment Strategy [Vision 

BMF is a unique innovative platform in Cameroon 
which offers ordinary business operators in the private 
and public sector collective learning, collective skill 
development support , including a podium for the 
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